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ABSTRACT

The analysis of social discourses from the perspective of historical changes deserves special
attention. Such a study could play a key role in revealing social changes and latent narrative
of those in power; and understanding the underlying social dynamic in a given period. Until
the recent years, such issues were analyzed mainly in a qualitative approach. In our paper
we present a new way of revealing/discovering and interpreting social discourses using an
advanced NLP method called word embedding. Based on word similarities we can understand the main structural frames of a given system and using a dynamic approach we can
reveal the social changes in a historical period. In our study we created a large corpus from
the Hungarian “Partelet” journal (1956–89). This was the official journal of the governing
party, hence it represents not just a media discourse of the era, but the official discourse of
the government, too. One of the main focal points of our research is to study the evolution
of the semantic content of some of the concepts related to the topics of agriculture and
industry, which are two central notions of the examined era.

Introduction
The active and decisive period of Hungarian history
from 1956 to 1989 (also referred to as the Kadar era
after the eponymous General Secretary of the
Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party) is a widely examined topic in sociology, social history, political history,
and history in a broader sense in Hungary. Analysis
of major issues such as social mobility and stratification, economic policy, foreign and domestic policy
developments and their social impact provide a comprehensive, clear picture of Hungary’s post-World
War II history. At the same time, most of the studies
used the traditional toolboxes for the analyses of
these phenomena.
In recent years, qualitative historical analysis of
social discourses related to particular social processes
in Hungary has become more common. Among other
comprehensive investigations, we can refer to Marton
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Szab
o’s (2007) conceptual history analyses based on
discursive political science, Milan Pap (2015, 2017)
and Konstantin Medgyesi’s text analyses of ideological
history (2017), Zsolt Gy}
ori’s film sociography (2013)
and Noemi Herczog’s theater discourse analysis
(2017). An interesting application of text-based analysis of social life can be found in Melinda Kovai’s
book (2016), which reconstructs the relationship
between politics and psychiatry by processing psychiatric pathologies of the Kadar era. A discourse-based
analysis of the representations of cultural memory
(Gyani 2016; Jakab 2012) is also an important
research area, which has some interesting results in
terms of history and sociology. As for the different
social groups, the most widespread discourse analyses
were carried out concerning the peasantry (Nagy
2007; Csurg
o and Kiss 2007; Csurg
o 2007; Kiss 2007).
The analysis of large datasets, especially from a
quantitative perspective, is an unusual approach in
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historical sciences. Automated historical text and discourse analysis, especially applied for the period from
1945 to 1990 is a method that has not been used so
far in Hungarian. However, recent developments of
historical text analysis suggest that an automated
approach could also be promising for mapping the
discourse environment of an era (e.g., Miller 2013;
Seb}
ok 2016; Cristianini, Lansdall-Welfare, and Dato
2018). The application of Natural Language
Processing (NLP) and especially the analysis of the
temporal dynamics of semantic features of specific
concepts may prove to be beneficial and such a study
might be able to identify notable changes in the political-social discourse of this era.
Until now, the biggest obstacle for this analysis was
the lack of available digitized textual data of a reasonable size. We addressed this issue by setting up a large
Hungarian database that contains all the articles of
the “Partelet” (literal translation: “life of the party”)
journal which was published from 1956 to 1989. Our
dataset provides a unique opportunity for the corpusbased examination of the temporal dynamics of several elements of the political discourse of the
given era.
The corpus gave us the opportunity to analyze the
temporal changes of some key concepts of the socialist
era. To map the temporal dynamic of selected concepts we applied a word embedding method. This
method is a commonly used tool in Natural Language
Processing (NLP) and machine learning tasks for capturing the contextual environment of words and
expressions; for discovering analogy relationships
between any two words; and—in a dynamic perspective—for measuring semantic changes over time (Kim
et al. 2014; Xu and Kemp 2015; Jatowt and Duh 2014;
Kulkarni et al. 2014; Hamilton, Leskovec, and Jurafsky
2016a, 2016b; Garg et al. 2018; Kutuzov et al. 2018).
Our main research goal is to identify changes in
the political discourse related to agriculture and
industry, during the years of the Kadar era, between
1956 and 1989 in Hungary. Comparing the vectors
from different time periods we will graphically present
the temporal dynamics of these decisive concepts in
the given discourse. The study will also reveal the
temporal changes of the relationships among
these words.

The corpus and the historical background
Selected source for the corpus
As we mentioned above, the Hungarian “Partelet”
journal was the official journal of the governing party,

the Central Leadership of the Magyar Szocialista
Munkaspart or MSZMP (in English: Hungarian
Socialist Workers’ Party, 1956–89). Hence it represents the official discourse of the state-party. It consists of 33 volumes with 12 issues every year (one
issue per month). We note here, however, that the
November and December issues in 1956 were never
published and therefore are missing from our compilation. The last edition of “Partelet” was published in
April 1989.
Propagating the political ideology with a special
focus on practical aspects, it was an important tool
for direct political agitation and propaganda. The
main topics of the articles were party organization,
propaganda and ideology, economic policy and economic analysis. Articles published in “Partelet” were
primarily intended for the party leaders and functionaries (not for the average person). What is more, it
often published letters from the leadership in connection with the work of the Socialist cooperatives and
factories, as well as other issues concerning Hungarian
society. At the same time, it was published in 54,150
copies, and this large number suggests that the journal
was read not only by the top executives of the party
but by people at the lower levels of the political hierarchy as well.
Historical background
After losing World War II, Hungary came under
Soviet military occupation. By the end of the 1940s, a
Soviet-style political system had been established in
the country. After 1948 the so-called Rakosi era began
and the heavy industry started to develop along similar lines as the Soviet economy of the 1930s. It was
based on the needs of the military industry to
“prepare for war”. Economic policy was basically
dominated by the central plan of the governing party,
not by the country’s actual production ability.
In the 1950s the forced collectivization of the agriculture was implemented. It meant that many individuals belonging to the rich and middle peasantry were
labeled as the enemy of the system and private farming was outlawed. Peasant private property was liquidated, the soviet-type kolhoz-system1 was established.
The task of agriculture has been to serve industrial
developments and industrial population. As a consequence, agricultural productivity has fallen rapidly
and food shortages became constant.
After 1953, the heavy industry developments
decreased slightly. At the same time, central support
for light industry and agriculture increased. However,
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after the fall of Imre Nagy in 1955, the system before
1953 was restored to its previous state.
Following the Hungarian Revolution of 1956, the
essence of the consolidation policy of the Kadar era
was created. The basis of communist ideology was
that the political system rests on economic foundations, so policies primarily aimed at the improvement
of efficiency of the centralized planned economy and
the raise of people’s living standards. Raising the level
of consumption also served the purpose of turning
people to consumption instead of politics. The basis
of communist ideology was that political systems
rested on economic foundations, so the policy was
primarily aimed at improving the efficiency of the
centralized planned economy and raising the living
standards of the population. Raising the level of consumption of the population also served the purpose of
turning people to consumption instead of politics.
More emphasis was placed on raising the level of consumption than at any time before. Investments in the
heavy industry continued, but modernization efforts
also grew stronger. Export capacity increased.
By 1962, the forced collectivization of agriculture
was over. Hungary became a “collectivized country”.
Financing the investments and, rising living standards
at the same time caused serious problems. In order to
allocate resources optimally, the party decided to
organize the system of trusts. Altogether 15 large
plants were established, the role of central management increased, the decision-making power of local
plants was narrowed. These actions worsened the supply of the population.
In 1963, the preparation work of a general reform
began, which was introduced in 1968. Under the socalled “new economic mechanism”, the independence
of individual companies has increased, as well as the
role of the “second economy” and the traditional private sector. The previously applied, completely artificial price conditions have been replaced by a new
price system. Some of the prices were determined by
the relationship between supply and demand.
In agriculture, the autonomy of cooperatives
increased, including the possibility to set up profitable
branches. “Second-economy”—as defined by Gabor
(1989, 339)—is “the field of all those economic activities through which the population—legally or
illegally—acquires incomes not as employees in the
socialist sector.” The “second-economy” however was
not based on capitalist economic structure—it became
an integral part of the Hungarian socialist economy as
an important element of the politics of the Kadar era.
The employees of the socialist sector using the means
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of production of the socialist sector produced for their
own benefit.
However, by 1972 the political opponents of these
changes overturned the reforms. Central control of
the industry increased, and exports were once again
centrally regulated. In 1973, the 50 largest industrial
companies subjected to direct central supervision. As
a result of the oil crisis in 1973, the export capacity of
Hungary decreased and this led to higher inflation
and the decline of the living standards. The government tried to maintain the level of consumption by
taking out foreign loans. This policy led to significant
increase in Hungary’s national debt.
After the “second oil price explosion” in 1979, it
was necessary to reintroduce some elements of the
1968 reforms. Due to unfavorable international economic conditions, the investment rate had to be
reduced; the role of the private sector in domestic
trade had to be increased. To this end the role of central management was reduced and the” second economic” participation of the population was supported.
The reforms of the late 1970s were mostly aimed at
preserving the living standards previously achieved.
From the beginning of the 1980s, the effects of state
debts grew ever stronger.
From 1984, new reforms were introduced, with the
aim of establishing a mixed market economy.
However, these reforms were no longer effective. The
national debt constantly increased, and the productivity of the Hungarian economy declined. The country’s
economy has plunged into a deepening crisis. The
Hungarian state was forced to take out more and
more loans, many of which served for the repayment
of previous loans. All these tendencies led to a final
and definitive crisis of the regime, which terminally
ended in 1989 in Hungary.

Methods
Advantages and challenges of automated
text analysis
Most of the papers and books that analyzed this era
applied a qualitative approach. The qualitative, and, at
the same time, manual analysis of contemporary
documents is a standard tool used to identify and
demonstrate some of the sociological and historical
features of this era. However, these studies are timeconsuming and costly in most cases as large amount
of text has to be read by the researcher: if the dataset
is very large, manual annotation may be unfeasible
(Desagulier 2018).
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In contrast, one of the most important characteristics of automated text analysis is that it can process
that large amount of texts, which would be impossible
with human capacity. Thus, the innovation is the
amount of processed data, which contribute to an
important aspect of research, namely the striving for
completeness in the analysis of a given historical
source (cf. Huistra and Mellink 2016). This eventuate
a high level of outer validity as the results arise from
a well-shaped and complete textual source.
As for the automatic methods of corpus analysis,
one of the basic technologies applied in computerassisted historical research works is the standard keyword search (cf. Huistra and Mellink 2016). What is
more, most digital repositories currently offer the
standard keyword search. However, as Huistra and
Mellink (2016) explain in detail, it is so difficult for
the majority of historical researchers to choose proper
keywords even while accessing text sources. The reason for this is that—on the one hand—a topic can be
described in many different words, and—on the other
hand—a word can have multiple meanings. These features cause notable problems for most of the automatic analyzing methods working with textual
sources. To circumvent this difficulty, more advanced
search technologies should be applied. Some automated text analysis and NLP methods—such as word
embedding method we apply in our analysis—are not
only capable of the analysis of the manifest content of
a source, but are able to retrieve the latent meaning of
a text, which makes the inner validity of the results
much higher. These complex methods enable
researchers to approach historical corpora in completely new ways, revealing unknown features and
interrelations of the data. As the analysis of the large
corpus is based on explicitly documented algorithms,
the reliability of the research is also high. Because of
the above mentioned reasons, automated text analysis
can provide results with high inner- and outer validity, and also high reliability and because of the combination of text analysis and algorithms, it offers a
jointly quantitative and qualitative method.
However, automated text analysis requires special
data formats. From the point of automated text analysis, available historical texts can be divided into
three types: initially digital, printed/written but digitalized and not digitalized printed/written ones (Huistra
and Mellink 2016). In the case of solely printed or
written texts, digitization is just the first step.
Digitalized text has to be preprocessed to make it
proper for the automated analysis. This includes steps
like the correction of Optical Character Recognition

(OCR); concept- or meta tagging or lemmatization,
which is also needed in the case of initially digital
texts (cf. Hoekstra and Koolen 2019). After the preprocessing phase we can have the corpus, on which it
is possible to run the automated text analysis methods.
These corpora have many other advantages for
researchers, who are not that familiar with algorithmic
analysis. These datasets can be reached and analyzed
without geographical limits, opening the physical and
temporal
boundaries
of
scientific
research.
Additionally, simple and more complex searches can
be achieved on them, which can spare researchers a
lot of time and can help in the selection of relevant sources.
Besides its advantages, there are important pitfalls
and tasks that must be taken into account during the
application of automated text analysis and more generally, digital historical methods. The historical source,
from which the corpus of the analysis is derived,
determine the possible analysis. Naturally, source critique is as important here as it is in classical historical
analysis. As Huistra and Mellink (2016, 226) stated,
“no matter how big the data, scholars still must
account for their selection of sources”. For example,
in the analysis of such journals as Partelet—which was
the official journal of the governing party—will result
not the real facts, but the discourse, with which the
group in power wanted to form the public opinion.
The chosen source and the created corpus also affect
the possibly raised research questions (cf. Guldi and
Armitage 2014).
Problems during the digitization of the texts, selection of the proper algorithms and the whole data
processing and analysis process all contain special
risks connected to the computerization of the analysis.
To overcome the challenges, cooperation between historians, computational linguists and data scientists
should be not just fruitful but necessary in some
defined phases of the research project. In the following, we introduce the documentation of the corpus building.
Preprocessing
The complete selection of issues of the “Partelet” journal covering the time period 1956–89 is available
online at the Arcanum Digitheca (https://adtplus.
arcanum.hu/en/collection/Partelet/). Arcanum provides access to the digitized copy of historically
important printed resources, such as journals or newspapers. The scanned pdf pages of “Partelet” were
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downloaded and further processed using self-written
scripts as well as open-source tools as detailed in
the following.
We applied Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
engine to convert the scanned journal pages into
proper text, that can further be processed with NLP
tools. First, as the OCR engine works with image files,
the individual pdf pages were converted to portable
pixmap format, i.e., png image files, using the
pdftoppm converter available in any Linux
distribution.
As a second step, png files were binarized, that is,
converted
to
black-and-white
images
with
ImageMagick (https://imagemagick.org), also available
in any Linux distribution. A threshold value of 50%
was applied, meaning that any pixel of the image
below this threshold was set to black and the rest to
white. This technique was applied to enhance the efficiency of the OCR process by increasing the contrast
between the actual text and its background. The
threshold of 50% chosen above was an optimum value
that provided the most accurate OCR result for a
selection of test pages.
These binary png images were then processed by
“tesseract,” an open-source OCR engine (https://
github.com/tesseract-ocr). The output of the OCR
procedure, i.e., the raw textual data for the “Partelet”
pages, was further processed by removing the page
numbers, whitespaces as well as hyphenations. We
used self-written Linux shell scripts and Python routines for this step.
The resulting text was then processed by
“magyarlanc”2 (Zsibrita, Vincze, and Farkas 2013), a
toolkit written in JAVA for the linguistic processing
of Hungarian texts. With this tool, the text was first
split into sentences, then tokenized (further split the
sentences into words), and finally the tokens were
lemmatized (converted the word to its dictionary
form). A token in NLP represents a semantic unit, a
sequence of characters usually separated by spaces
from each other. A token can be a word, a number,
or punctuation as well. Our final corpus was obtained
after removing punctuation and stopwords from the
tokenized and lemmatized document. We removed
stopwords (cf. Ullman 2011) and check all the
remaining words with a hungarian spell checker,
called hunspell . Hunspell was unable to recognize 14
percent of the unique words. We manually checked all
the unknown words that occured at least 10 times and
consisted of at least 3 characters. Then we replaced
those words with the corrected ones, where it was
possible to find the original word. With this
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method we were able to decrease the ratio of
unknown words to 10.7 percent. The manual correction clearly showed, that the corpus contains eraspecific words, which the spell checker was unable
to identify (like a special abbreviation or words
unique to this era). Based on the manual correction
phase, more than 10 percent of the inspected words
belonged to this category. Thus, we assume that the
overall ratio of misspelled words is under 10 percent in the corpus.
As we have already mentioned before (see 2.1), the
complete “Partelet” journal consists of 33 volumes in
total published between 1956 and 1989 with 12 issues
every year. As we proceeded our analysis on a yearly
basis, we had to ensure having enough unique words
in every volume, because word embedding methods
we applied are sensitive for small corpus size. After
the initial evaluation of the corpus, we decided to
omit the first 3 volumes and the last one as they do
not fit the criteria containing enought unique words.
So our analysis covers the period of 1959 and 1988.
The distribution of tokens in the corpus is well balanced among the years; that is, the number of tokens
is roughly the same for each year. Our final and preprocessed corpus contains a total of 9,432,200 tokens
and 609,905 unique words.
Method of the analysis: the word
embedding model
Our aim in this work is to map the semantic change
of selected concepts in the time period, when
“Partelet” was one of the major sources of information
for the leading officers of the party and the government. To this end, we have applied word embedding
linguistic modeling method from the field of NLP.
Word embedding is basically the dense vector representation of words in a vocabulary, where the
dimension of a word vector should be lower than the
size of the vocabulary itself. The vocabulary represents
the document or corpus, and is usually the list of
unique words extracted from the corpus. The resulting
vectors—in contrast to the results of a simple cooccurrence analysis—capture semantic relations
between the language elements analyzed: according to
the distributional hypothesis, semantically similar
words tend to have similar contextual distributions
(Harris 1954). In connection with this, applying a
dynamic approach (Bamler and Mandt 2017) we can
extract, for instance, the changes of position of social
groups and identify social changes in a historical
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period (Hamilton, Leskovec, and Jurafsky 2016a,
2016b; Garg et al. 2018).
The vector representation is useful in many aspects.
For example, we can perform mathematical operations
on these vectors, or more importantly, we can define
similarities or, from another perspective, distances
between two vectors, or, correspondingly, two words.
This means that in a given embedding model, similar
words have similar vector representations, or, in other
words, vectors for words in similar context are mapped
to nearby regions in the vector space.
A number of word embedding algorithms has been
introduced so far, such as word2vec by Google
(Mikolov et al. 2013a; Mikolov et al. 2013b; Mikolov,
Yih, and Zweig 2013c), FastText (Joulin et al. 2016) or
GloVe (Pennington, Socher, and Manning 2014).
They all produce distributed representations for each
word type in the form of a dense, n-dimensional vector (a string of real numbers) by incorporating local
(and sometimes global) corpus context (Liu, Huang,
and Gao 2018). These methods provide fairly similar
results in many areas. We chose the one of GloVe for
two reasons. On the one part, the literature suggested
that GloVe provides more stable and robust results in
the case of smaller corpus (Spirling and Rodriguez
2019) compared with other embeddings; on the other
part, practical reasons have also played a role in the
selection, namely that this method has a well-written
implementation in R.
Since working with large vocabularies is computationally expensive, we first reduced our vocabulary by
removing words, which appeared less than five times in
the initial dictionary (all the published articles of
“Partelet” journal). GloVe is an unsupervised machine
learning algorithm that is trained by using a global
word-word co-occurrence statistics of the corpus.
We applied the following procedure. We ran the
embedding models for each year with 6 parameter
combinations, 10 times for each combination. Each of
the six unique combinations had one parameter for
the embedding size (200, 250, and 300 dimensions)
and another for the window size (for 4, 7, and 10).
We calculated the stability of the key concepts (agriculture and industry) between the 10 embeddings of
the same year and same parameter combination. For
the stability test, we aligned the 10 vector spaces with
procusteres matrix rotation and calculated the cosine
similarity of the same concepts in the aligned vector
spaces. The stability tests showed that the most stable
results arise from models with 10 window size and
200 dimensions.3 Therefore these were the parameters
we used in the final models.

We used the GloVe algorithm implemented in the
text2vec package (Selivanov and Wang 2016) in R,
and the maximum number of training iterations was
10, i.e., the machine learning algorithm went through
the training dataset 10 times.
The similarity of words was measured by the cosine
similarity of their representing vectors. This is the most
commonly used distance metric in embedding analyses.
The similarity of words was measured by the cosine
similarity of their representing vectors. This is the most
commonly used distance metric in embedding analyses.
Other metrics like Euclidean distance could have been
misleading here, because the length of each word vector is strongly correlates with the frequency of the
given word in the corpora (and also with the context
variability) (Schakel and Wilson 2015). Stated briefly,
the maximum cosine similarity is 1, if the orientation
of two word vectors is the same, i.e., they point into
the same direction; 0 if the word vectors are perpendicular; and 1 if the two word vectors point into the
opposite direction. Note that by definition, this metric
is independent of the magnitude of the vectors, only
their orientation is important.
In order to capture the contextual shifts of words,
we decided to create different embeddings for all the
volumes (years). To ensure that the vector spaces are
comparable (and not just randomly changing from
one year to the other), we applied an alignment
method. We aligned the vector space of a given volume to the vector space of the previous volume with
Procrustes rotation (Kulkarni et al. 2014; Hamilton,
Leskovec, and Jurafsky 2016a; Hamilton, Leskovec,
and Jurafsky 2016b). Using this technique, we were
able to calculate the stability of key concepts in the
given historical period (we will deal with the stabilty
of concepts in the following part of the text). In order
to get robust and a statistically reliable outcome, we
trained 100 embedding models for each time period
(year) and present the average similarity values of the
same concepts (Antoniak and Mimno 2018) with 95
percent confidence intervals. We evaluated the context
of the key concepts (agriculture and industry) both
from a data driven (Hengchen, Ros, and Marjanen
2019) and from a theory driven perspective.

Discussion
Two key concepts of the era: agriculture
and industry
The historical period examined in this study is characterized by a specific ideological language, including
central and related concepts. During this era, the
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main concepts were necessarily static from a semantic
point of view, hence “Partelet” journal represents an
ideology-driven discourse of the era in question.
However, the semantic content of the related concepts
may shifted over time to some extent as a result of
temporal political and economic changes.
Our analysis examines the changing context of the
concepts industry and agriculture. Our aim is to
explore how strongly the two concepts were related to
other concepts indicating the development of state
economic policy during certain periods of the
Kadar era.
The average occurrence frequency was 0.61 for
agriculture and 0.5 for industry per 1000 words. Both
words were more frequently used in the first period of
the era (see Figure A1 in the Appendix) and except
the last years of the regime, agriculture was used more
frequently than industry. We can see a high increase
in the usage of agriculture around the end of the seventies, which is followed by a steep decrease. The
cause of this peak is the two oil crises: as a result of
them, the country’s export capacity has declined and
living standards have deteriorated. As a consequence,
it became necessary to reintroduce certain elements of
the 1968 reform affecting the agricultural sector in
order to increase the level of consumption through
the rise of the supply.
Using the aligned vector spaces, we calculated the
temporal stability of the key concepts, by measuring
the cosine similarity of the same words between consecutive years. The average stability was 0.44 for agriculture and 0.42 for industry. The raw stability values
decreased over time, but it is partly caused by the
decreasing frequency of the words. When we controlled for this effect, the residual trend did not imply
any change, which means that the average stability of
these words was the same in the whole period.
However, it does not mean there were no changes in
the collection of closest words around the
key concepts.
We collected the 20 closest words of the two key
concepts for each year.4 The 5 closest concepts to
agriculture were industry, production, development,
progress and socialist. These words are close to agriculture in almost every year. We also found words,
which appeared in one period and then disappeared
in another. Words like plan or objective were only
close in the 60 s, result was a close word in the 70 s
and product only appeared in the 80 s.
As for industry, the closest word was agriculture,
which was followed by production, progress, development and a special word: economy of people (in
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Hungarian: nepgazdasag). Plan and socialist were close
to industry in the first years of the regime. In the 70 s,
the word employed appeared but then disappeared for
the 80s, where new words emerged, such as domestic
(in Hungarian: hazai).
As the above results shows, agriculture and industry
were semantically close concepts in the entire period:
each of them appeared in the collection of the other’s
closest words. The dynamic analysis of these two concepts (see Figure A2 in the Appendix) revealed a quite
stable pattern of closeness throughout the whole era,
with a sharp decrease at the end of the period. This
significant change of the discourse analyzed may be
closely related to the upcoming free-market capitalism
(Kmetty et al. 2020).
From progress to direction—shifting concepts
around agriculture and industry
In this section we examine the temporal similarity of
some selected concepts with agriculture and industry.
The concepts analyzed were selected based on their
frequency distribution and on the consideration of
relevant literature on Hungarian history (cf. e.g.,
Kornai 1992; Romsics 2007; Varga 2002; F€
oldes 2019).
We start with the words development and progress
which were among the 5 closest words for both agriculture and industry.
The connection between the term ,,development”
and the two economic branches is a good indication
of the direction of the state economic policy, as well
as the bargaining power of the companies of the given
economic branches. Maria Csanadi (2004) emphasized
the importance of relations between the various levels
of state and party leadership. The major economic
politicians of the era, the leaders of state-owned
industrial enterprises and large agricultural holdings
were necessarily part of the state- and party hierarchy.
Their access to budgetary resources depended primarily on their positions within the two hierarchies. The
amount and the distribution of development resources
allocated to the agriculture and to the industry were
determined by the influence of their leading actors
within the state and party hierarchy. Based on the
above reasoning, the official discourse of the technocracy of the era primarily follows rather than voluntarily shapes economic processes.
Due to the soft budget constraint (described by
Kornai 2014), access to public development funds
depended on the position of the given sector in the
political space. The sector leaders’ political positions
and their relations to influential politicians were
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Figure 1. The cosine similarities of development and reform and reorganization and export with agriculture and industry between
1959 and 1988 ((we calculated the 95% confidence interval based on the 100 embedding trained for each year with the following
formula: MEAN þ- (SD/SQRT(100)1,96)).

extremely important. The state has not allowed its
companies to go bankrupt. However, success and
profitability were not necessarily available to all entities. The soft budget constraint of the production
units collided with the state budget’s “hard” constraint, the ceiling of distributable development
resources at the national level. These processes led to
serious struggles for development resources, not only
between different productive units and sectors, but
also between regional units, counties and cities
(Vagi 1982).
Through the development resources, the centrally
managed economic policy ultimately forced industrial
and agricultural companies and cooperatives into the
same “development field”. Thus, the question arises:
which economic sector shows stronger relationship
with the word development, in the articles of a journal
for technocracy. Answering this question can bring us
closer to the understanding, that which sector had priority in the competition for resources.
In Figure 1, we see that the relationships between
the two economic sectors and the concept of development show almost the same dynamics. However, in
some periods, the strength of the relationship is very
different for the two sectors.
We can see three periods when the development of
the agricultural sector had much more emphasis—
based on the texts of the party outlet. The first period

is the beginning of the 1960s, which was the period of
collectivization of agriculture, forcing it to socialist
production conditions. The second period is related to
the years of 1968–71, where the experiment of the
“new economic mechanism” was conducted.5 The
third period is observable in the late 1970s, when the
failed economic reform was forcibly revived.
Development in the discourse of the given era was
closely linked to reform. Analyzing the closeness of
the word reform with the two economic sectors, we
can observe relationships between the communicated
economic policy processes and the position of the sectors (see Figure 1). Until the early 1960s, the term
reform showed almost no connection with the two
sectors (whose position relied on the development
resources). With other words, the notion of reform as
a political will was not part of the political communication. However, we see a notable change after 1964.
Although we know that the economic change did not
“begin” on the date, when the related legislation was
promulgated, it is noteworthy, that the topic of economic reform (which then was introduced in 1968)
has already appeared prominently in the political
communication in 1964.
Initially, the relationship between the words reform
and industry, such as reform and agriculture were
strong, indicating that both sectors were strongly
involved in the preparation of the economic reform
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process. However, after 1966, only agricultural reform
remained in the focus and the strength of the relationship between industry and reform decreased.6 After
1968, communication on the agricultural reform has
also declined rapidly. Changes in economic governance—introduced in 1976—appeared not as a reform,
but as a necessary correction of existing policy in
communication. The term reform will return to political communication only at the end of the era.
Since collectivization was a fundamental feature of
the system in question, we analyzed the concept
reorganization as well.7 The usage of the word
reorganization follows different temporal trend compared to the one we observed at the word reform.
Overall, we can see a decreasing pattern in the relationship of reorganization with industry; and reorganization and agriculture (Figure 1). Reorganization and
agriculture shared the very same contexts in the first
years of the Kadar era. This strong connection in the
early 1960s refers to an important transformation,
namely the collectivization of agriculture.
Both the distribution of development resources and
the central economic policy guidelines (such as
reforms) affected the export capacity of individual sectors (Figure 1).
For socialist economic entities operating within soft
budgetary constraints, exports were one of the most
important areas of competition. The main questions for
these economic entities were the following: who can produce for export; whose ability of exporting is supported by
central government actors; and what happens to the profit
of the export, who distributes and shares it. Strategic
actors of the Hungarian foreign trade sector were large,
state-owned companies, operating in a monopoly within
their own field. Although the direction of export of industrial products was only significant to the socialist and
developing countries, maintaining the export capacity of
the Hungarian industry was an important goal for large
companies, whereas the bargaining position of the exporting companies was much stronger than that of the others.
This bargaining position determined—even in the period
between 1968 and 1972—the amount of profits remaining
by the companies.
We can also see on Figure 1, that agriculture had
some extent weaker relationship with export in the
text of the official party outlet. It is especially interesting as beside industrial companies, large agricultural holdings were also concerned with exports.
According to earlier analyzes (Juhasz 2001, 36–7),
the viability of Hungarian industry largely depended
on the success of agricultural exports, and the export
revenues from agricultural products—as industrial
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imports were largely covered by exported agricultural products.8
If we examine the strength of the relationship
between the words central, governance, efficiency, and
modernization with industry and agriculture (Figure 2),
we can observe intensive dynamics. The figure shows
the strong centralization aspirations of the early Kadar
era (the period between 1960 and 1965). This was a
period of the creation of “trusts” from economic entities. Political leadership simultaneously had to deal
with the new investment needs of inherited priority
corporations (“trusts”); the socialist transformation of
agriculture; and also with the shaping of the financial
foundations for the consolidation of the living standards to make people satisfied. These processes were
implemented under increased central control, therefore
the independence of the companies and the number of
individual production units were reduced, while the
size of central administration staff was expanded.
The economic decentralization of the mid-sixties
also has its mark in the party’s official communication. At the time, the independence of production
units increased in both sectors, and the role of central
management has radically decreased. At the same time,
efficiency, another concept of economic policy communication began to rise in the discourse. In the late
1950s, this concept has not appeared in the official
communication yet, but since 1964, more and more
emphasis has been on production efficiency, especially
in the context of the economic reform in 1968 (Varga
2002; Romsics 2007). While we see fluctuating relationships between other examined concepts and the two
sectors, the relationships with “efficiency” reflect to the
economic- and economic policy crises and changes of
the 60s and 70s very clearly. Only the importance of its
relationship with agriculture declined by the mid-1980s,
signaling the relegation of agricultural production to
the background of economic policy, the onset of the
post-1990 crisis in the agricultural sector. The term
modern was a slogan for the launch of the consolidation policy in the early 1960s and then for the economic reform in 1968. In a peculiar way, the
overthrow of the reform is also marked by that concept. The peaks in the relationship of this concept with
the two sectors mirrors these communication patterns.

Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we examined the dynamic changes in
the political discourse between 1959 and 1989 in
Hungary on the basis of the official journal of the
Hungarian governing party of the era. Despite the fact
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Figure 2. The cosine similarities of central, governance, efficiency and modernization with agriculture and industry between 1959 and
1988 ((we calculated the 95% confidence interval based on the 100 embedding trained for each year with the following formula:
MEAN þ- (SD/SQRT(100)1,96)).

that the given period of Hungarian history is a widely
researched topic in the historical, political and sociological sciences, a longitudinal, computer-based, automated text analysis of the discourse of this era has not
been made so far. We believe that NLP driven analysis
of this era brings new evidence and insights to the
organization of the regime and the most relevant policy shifts within the era.
As a first step of the research work we compiled a
large, digitized corpus from the Hungarian journal
“Partelet,” the official issue of the Central Committee
of the MSZMP, the governing party in Hungary in
the investigated era. After the basic pre-processing
steps of the raw texts we processed the data with a
word embedding method. This method allowed us to
analyze the dynamic changes of some of the key concepts of the examined discourse.
Two key concepts, which were analyzed thoroughly
were
mez}ogazdasag
(“agriculture”)
and
ipar
(“industry”), which were in the focal point of the official discourse of the era. Our main research goal was
to map the temporal dynamic of selected concepts in
the political discourse during the years of the Kadar
era, between 1956 and 1989 in Hungary. Our findings
show that there was close relationship between the policy decisions and their communications. The change in
the discourse always precedes the evaluation and modification of processes. Compared to analysis based on

the history of events, this method is more suitable for
describing fine granular processes. Using quantitative
text mining methods, it makes it possible to study large
volumes of texts in a way that we would not be able to
do by reading the articles one by one.
With the computer-assisted analysis of all volumes
in this journal, we have the opportunity to analyze the
leading political discourse of the examined period.
This type of corpora and methods make it possible to
longitudinally analyze the discourses of the era on
large scale textual data and thus, to understand the
different social historical processes even on a latent
level. What is more, our corpus provides a unique
opportunity for a systematic analysis of a huge
amount of propaganda texts which is one of the most
challenging tasks in the field of Natural Language
Processing (Rashkin et al. 2017; Barr
on-Cedeno et al.
2019; Kmetty et al. 2020).
As a next step of the research project, we would like
to investigate the differences and similarities between
the dynamic features of the discourse of “Partelet” and
of some other journals like “Nepszabadsag”/“Szabad
Nep” that were intended for a different audience and
purpose and thus compare the different narratives of
the same phenomena in different timepoints.
In our paper, we argued and showed that the creation of such corpora, like the one we built from
“Partelet” journal can lead to more valid and reliable
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analysis of historical texts and thus contribute to the
deeper understanding of different historical eras.

Notes
1. From Russian language: kol(lektivnoe) hoz(ya%stvo)
K
“collective household economy.”
2. http://www.inf.u-szeged.hu/rgai/magyarlanc
3. This was both true for the words agriculture and
industry. With the parameters of 200 dimensions and
10 size window the mean similarity of agriculture
between same year embeddings was 0.67, and the
same value for industry was 0.64. Based on our
results, in our coprus, the similarity value depends
more on the window size than on the number
of dimensions.
4. Here we used a robust approach. As described earlier,
we ran 100 embeddings for each year. Based on the
cosine similarities, we extracted the 50 closest words
from every run and then checked how many times a
word was extracted. Thus, the method is eventually a
robust rank order of the closest words.
5. “In the analysis of the situation of the national
economy, the Congress has devoted much space to
boosting agriculture. The report of the Central
Committee stated that the development of agriculture
should be made a matter for the whole party, the
people. One of the most important tasks of the new
5-year plan is to boost agriculture.” Partelet, 1966/5.
6. “One of the basic goals of the economic governance
reform is to make the most efficient use of production
opportunities in agriculture.” Partelet, 1968/6. “The
reform of the new economic mechanism has removed
the barriers that previously hampered the desirable
development of agriculture and the food economy.”
Partelet, 1969/4.
7. “The struggle for the socialist reorganization of
agriculture in the Hungarian villages is successfully
completed.” Partelet, 1961/4.
8. “Although some industrial companies have made
significant efforts to expand capitalist exports non-ruble
exports were lower than in 1981.” Partelet, 1984/1.
“In 1984, it will be a basic requirement for industry to
play a key role in increasing exports.” Partelet, 1984/1
“The industry has to pursue a fundamentally exportoriented, restructuring-oriented development policy.”
Partelet, 1984/1

Source
Arcanum Digitheca (https://adtplus.arcanum.hu/en/collection/Partelet/)
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Appendix

Figure A1. The normalized frequency (per 1000 words) of agriculture and industry between 1959 and 1988 (we calculated
the 95% confidence interval based on the 100 embedding
trained for each year with the following formula: MEAN þ(SD/SQRT(100)1,96)).

Figure A2. The cosine similarities of agriculture and industry
between 1959 and 1988 (we calculated the 95% confidence
interval based on the 100 embedding trained for each year
with the following formula: MEAN þ- (SD/SQRT(100)1,96)).

